----- Ver.14.3.3 -----

March 28, 2011 Bug fixes and new representation of hydrogen bond.
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----- Ver.14.3.2 -----

November 6, 2010

Bug fixes and toroidal fullerene models
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----- Ver.14.3.1 -----

July 1, 2010

(1) New feature of PDB Utilities
It can find contacting water within a specified distance from solvated molecule.
For example, solvated protein is divided into protein molecule only PDB and water molecules only
PDB. Using these two files, Facio will search and find contacting water within a specified distance
and save as a PDB file.
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Contacting waters can be used as EFP (Effective Fragment Potential) of Gamess/FMO calculation.
For such calculation, input file can be automatically created. Just specify the PDB file of the
contacting water by clicking "Load Water for EFP" button in the FMO control panel.
(2) FMO fragments shown in Local Structure Viewer and atoms found in Closely Located Atoms
panel can be saved as a PDB file.
Frag142-143

Frag1-4
Frag44-46

Four fragment groups are extracted
and saved as a PDB file.
Frag20-22

Atoms within 6 Angstroms of the atom #145
are extracted and saved as a PDB file.

----- Ver.14.2.4 --------- Ver.14.2.3 --------- Ver.14.2.2 --------- Ver.14.2.1 -----

March 19, 2010
March 14, 2010
January 9, 2010
December 25, 2009

Bug fixes
Bug fixes and some modifications
Compatible with Firefly (PC GAMESS) 7.1.G

(1) Any part of FMO's PIEDA 2D map can be extracted and shown in new window as shown below.
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(2) Two-body FMO properties can be saved as reloadable file for Facio in Gamess version = 24
MAR 2007 (R6) format. See FMO menu >> Save PIEDA in Gamess Output Format
This feature makes it possible to create FMO difference file from two FMO difference files.
To the name of output file, suffix '_PIEDA_' is added by default. If you want to use other suffix,
please edit SavePIEDA_Suffix parameter of [AppControl] section in the Facio.ini file.
(3) Molecular model editor function on Closely Located Atoms Viewer
This new feature makes it possible to edit partial molecular model created by Closely Located
Atoms Viewer. How to use : select mode from Edit menu and type the relevant atom number
in the textbox, Atom1, Atom2, Atom3 and Atom4, then click Execute button.
Closely Located Atoms Viewer can find and show atoms which are within specified distance
from specified atom.

----- Ver.14.1.1 -----

October 25, 2009

(1) 2D map representation of two-body FMO properties has been fully revised :
energy levels to determine colors of the map can be predefined by user. This new
feature makes it possible to visualize small energy difference as shown below.

New representation

Old representation

Checkbox to use predefined energy levels
which determine colors of the 2D map.
(Default = Checked)
If it is not checked, automatically defined
energy levels are used.

Editor to set energy level values.
Levels to be modified are relevant to the currently
displayed energies on the 2D map.
Symmetrize button is to symmetrize energy levels with
respect to positive or negative values.
All the energy levels are saved in the FMO2Dmap.ini in
the Facio's root folder.

